Evidence of the selective absorption of starlight by nebulous material was obtained by Seares and HubbleI in 1920. Measures of the colors of about fifty nebulous stars (normal stars surrounded by luminous nebulosity concentrated about the stars) showed practically all the stars to be redder than would be expected from estimates of color based on their spectral types. The simplest explanation of the observed excess of color appeared to be a differential scattering of the starlight in its passage through the surrounding nebulosity.
about fifty nebulous stars (normal stars surrounded by luminous nebulosity concentrated about the stars) showed practically all the stars to be redder than would be expected from estimates of color based on their spectral types. The simplest explanation of the observed excess of color appeared to be a differential scattering of the starlight in its passage through the surrounding nebulosity.
A continuation of the observations in 1921 confirmed the earlier measures and extended the list of objects showing color-excess. A case of special interest was found near o Persei where a group of seventeen stars gave an average color-excess of more than 0.6 mag. and several individual values amounting to about 0.9 mag.2 Most of these stars are imbedded in the luminous nebula IC 1985. A few, however, show no trace of surrounding luminosity but apparently are involved in the dark obscuring cloud which fills the region and depresses the star density far below normal. These instances of color-excess associated with stars in dark nebulosity gave added weight to the hypothesis of scattering as an explanation of the abnormal colors.
During the last six years numerous observers have extended and generalized these early results. Especially noteworthy are the investigations of open galactic clusters by Trumpler,3 of globular clusters by Stebbins,4 and of B-type stars by Stebbins and Huffer., All these results show clearly that selective absorption, apart from any general absorption that may also be present, is a phenomenon of importance in questions relating to the structure of the stellar system. Quantitatively the absorption is sufficient to require a radical change in the estimated dimensions of the system. In general it is greatest close to the central line of the Milky Way, where the maximum effect would be expected on account of the number and density of the obscuring clouds. Although statistically correct, there are many exceptions to this general statement, and, considered in detail, the phenomenon presents itself as one of the utmost complexity.
Absorption of some kind certainly occurs whenever an obscuring cloud is present, but it is by no means assured that a star involved in such a cloud will show selective absorption, for, as probably all observers have found, stars of normal color often occur within the boundaries of obscured regions. An easy explanation of the absence of selective absorption in such cases is that the stars are in front of the cloud; and in many instances this explanation is doubtless correct.
It is noteworthy, however, that early Mount Wilson observations of considerable groups of stars in certain heavily obscured regions showed normal colors for all the stars, even the faintest measured.6 If we are to suppose that all these normal stars are in front of the cloud, the cloud itself must be sharply bounded and of such opacity that all stars within it are too faint to be recorded with the exposures used. An alternative explanation is that some of the stars observed are really within the cloud, but that the size of the particles of which the cloud is composed is mainly such that scattering is inappreciable or does not occur at all, and that only general absorption is operative.
At the other observational extreme is the case of Selected Area 40, midway between a Cygni and the North America Nebula, for which results were published in 1931. 7 The field, rich in stars, is just on the border of a region of complex obscuration. A large color-excess of about 0.8 mag.8 affects all but a small fraction of the 760 stars whose colors have been measured. The exceptions seem to be mainly brighter objects, to some extent localized within the field, and may well be in front of the cloud. Here again general absorption may also be involved.
The results now presented relate to the colors of groups of stars, mostly between photographic magnitudes 10 and 13.5, in thirty of the Selected Areas of Kapteyn covering a wide range in galactic latitude. Color indices obtained by comparing photographic and photovisual magnitudes, all on the international system, were plotted for each field against the spectral types of Humason,9 Schwassmann,10 and Maxwell.'1 A superposed tracing of the standard curve connecting color-index and spectrum was then shifted parallel to the color axis until the plotted points were best represented by the curve. The displacement of the curve from its normal position then gave directly the value of the mean color-excess for the stars in question. For The change in the color-excess with latitude is doubtless real, but its amount is not to be stressed because of the large fluctuations and the small numbers of groups. All but one of the fields showing color-excess fall within an interval of about 1500 in longitude, and none of them is very close to the direction of the center of the galactic system. The anti-center is, however, covered by the data, and for the fields in this general direction the color-excess is about the same as the mean for all the present data. This statement is not to be interpreted as an indication that color-excess does not depend on longitude, but merely as evidence that selective absorption is clearly operative in the direction of the anti-center as in other longitudes. A discussion of any dependence on longitude requires more extensive material than is now available for faint stars. 13 The relation between color-index and spectral type used for the reduction of the observations requires comment. A compilation of Mount Wilson data on the international system gives for the interval AO The explanation of this unexpected result, which is supported by strong evidence, is that the polar region is covered by a veil of obscuration, and when the zero point of the international photographic scale was fixed,'6 before there was any evidence of selective absorption, the choice was influenced by an unsuspected color-excess in the polar stars. The adopted zero point corresponds to zero color-index for the AO stars of the Polar Sequence, but not for AO stars in unobscured parts of the sky. A recent Mount Wilson investigation shows that for 271 stars north of 800 declination the relations are such that in this region the mean color index corresponding to AO is -0.04. The mean color-excess for the polar cap 200 in diameter (Draper Catalogue stars, latitudes 18°to 380) is therefore about 0.10 mag. The amount is small, but the abundance and consistency of the data upon which it is based are such that the result is accepted as significant. It is, moreover, in harmony with the fact that the nebular density in the polar region is below normal.
As a whole these results (limiting magnitude 13.5 photographic scale) strengthen the evidence that selective absorption is a wide-spread phenomenon and suggest a close correlation with the surface density of extragalactic nebulae. For any field in which the nebular density is low an excess of color apparently is to be expected for at least part of the stars in the field, presumably the more distant objects in general. Certain fields obscured by clouds so dense as to be practically opaque seem, however, to be exceptions to the rule. The fluctuations in the color-excess are large and apparently unrelated to the general appearance of the field. Finally, it is to be noted, as probably significant for the interpretation of results, that the value of the color-excess seldom if ever exceeds one magnitude and seems, therefore, to be subject to the restriction of an upper limit of about this amount.
